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Systems driven games are like a stew



Content driven games are like mosaics



...and missing pieces stand out much more!



Tons of assets!

1608 audio files

603 animations

 1227(ish) lines of dialogue

53 characters

2899 sprites

39 scenes



Automate - Brain waves are precious 

so don’t waste them

Principle #1

brain... waves?



Unity Asset Importing



UniGayo - Semi Automatic Lipsyncing





Automation used to locate missing work

1. What dialogue is still missing in the game?
2. What subtitles are too long to fit on the screen?
3. What lines have yet to be lipsynced?
4. What dialogue have we yet to use in the game?
5. Fix configuration bugs in puzzles

In short, it should not be work to figure out what work is left. 



If it can’t be automated 
make the workflow a breeze!

Principle #2



Our workflow



A story = sequence of events



Storyline Tool



Storyline Tool



Storyline Tool



Cutscene Tool



Structure your files around the 
workflow that best suits your team

Principle #3





Inventory 
Databases



Importing external files

Dropbox

Python
scripts

Git
repository



Great games are built on a 

ton of mistakes - create tools 

that let you find them fast!

Principle #4



Visualise errors



Visualise the state of the game



Be able to change the speed of time



Fast Forwarding



Tools & workflow won’t fix 
everything

Principle #5

Gavin, when did we decide 
to cut this from the game?!?



Design Documents: What...`

● happens when you enter the scene?
● can you interact with?
● puzzles?
● scenes can you go to?
● items do you pick up?



Paper 
Prototyping

Fast, flexible
and cheap



Start with placeholder Assets



Wrapping up
1. Automate everything that can be automated
2. Make your workflow juicy and effortless
3. Organize your files so it makes sense for you team
4. Make it easy to spot mistakes
5. Remember that technology don’t solve everything



@BertramFiddle
bertramfiddle.com

@AlexanderBirke
outofboundsgames.com

Thank you!



Deleted Scenes
Slides



How will we make games 10 years from 
now?

The future!



Collaborative realtime editing 



AI assisted development



Automatic Audio 
Normalization
with sox


